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Abstract

This paper presents an experimental study with 47 participants on the influence of lighting on performance and well-being in an
office environment. Well-being, alertness and performance were evaluated and measured in two rooms with artificial lighting and
one room with day lighting. The evaluations were correlated to cortisol/melatonin saliva samples, illuminance and spectral composition of the lighting. The results show day lighting to have a sustained influence on alertness and performance and it is furthermore
concluded that the level of cortisol in saliva was not influenced by the illuminance and did not have an influence on performance.
The participants preferred a lighting with different kinds of light sources to a more neutral lightning and gave it higher ratings for
well-being.The analysis shows that comfort did not influence alertness.
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1.Introduction
Research suggests that lighting has an influence on our psychological wellbeing, and that the subtle information offered by the perceptual qualities of light are the ones stimulating spatial experiences and sensations such as satisfaction, safety, comfort, relaxation and stress etc. [1]. The impact of colour of light on well-being has been studied with
contradictory results [2].There are many factors influencing the office staff well-being who in the long run will influence
performance as well as health. The growing knowledge of the influence of lighting on office staff has heightened the
need for further studies. The modern office has a different setting and layout from the traditional office with a contrast
situation when working on screens (VDU) that is different from traditional paper-work [3]. The preferred luminance
ratios between VDU and background is also shown to be smaller, than CIE recommendations [4]. It thas been shown
that illuminance preferences are individual [4], and if able to control the illuminance, lower levels were chosen [5].
However, the preferred illuminance is not guaranteed to produce the most interesting scenes [6]. Previous studies
have shown a preference of office staff for a bright office lighting with dynamically changing illuminance [7] which
conforms to findings suggesting that the office staff self-assessed well-being in the afternoon is strongly influenced by
the lighting scenario [8]. The influence of supression of melatonin [9,10] and enhancement of cortisol on alertness has
been discussed, but the light induced performance arousals in daytime cannot be explained by these factors alone.
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1.1
Aim
This study is investigating which artificial lighting, or only day lighting, that has a positive influence on well-being, alertness and performance in a person exposed to it while performing tasks on a VDU. It aims at establishing the lighting
conditions that ensure visual comfort and high performance in a VDU setting.
2.Method
2.1. Sample
51 healthy participants were reqruited by advertising in the local papers, through contacts at the local employment
office, and by roll calls of employees, phD students and under-graduate students at the University of Jönköping. 22
men and 25 women, 19-60 years old, completed the study.
2.2. Settings
Three rooms were used, room 1 and 2 were set with only artificial lighting and no daylight, and room 3 with only
daylight (Fig. 1). The lighting in room 1 followed the standard recommendations by CIE of illuminance and light distributions for office lighting by means of a pendant flourescent luminaire, a T8 fluorescent tube with a CRI of 80 and
colour temperature of 3000K. Room 2 was a mix of incandescent and fluorescent lighting. Room 3 had only daylight
through a 2,2 m2 window at the far end of the room. All three rooms had white walls, NCS 1002-Y, white ceilings NCS
0500-N and wooden coloured floors, and were equipped with a flat LCD Samsung SyncMaster 214T VDU on which
all tasks were completed.
Illuminances and luminances were measured (Table 1). A spectroradiometer was used to record the different spectral
composition of the light settings (Table 2) and of the VDUs. Spectroradiometer recordings were made three times a
day in room 3, 7 am, 12 and 5 pm. Acoustic measurements and measurements of CO2, temperature and moistness
were recorded at 7.30 am and 4.30 pm in all three rooms.
2.3. Procedure
The participants spent 9 am til 4 pm in each room at a weekly interval in a balanced order of presentation.The study
day was preceded by saliva sampling and joint breakfast where the participants filled in a health declaration and
completed a personality mapping survey [11]. The study tasks were repeated in the same order at each occasion.
The participant was not allowed to adjust the light settings, which were unchanging, or the task luminaire position in
room 2. All instructions were prerecorded and transmitted through a loud speaker system. The day was closed with
an individual de-briefing session.
2.3 Instruments
The participant was asked to complete simulated office tasks and a performance test, and then to subsequently fill in
surveys on the VDU, including valuation of visual comfort and state of mind as well as value assessment of the visual
experience of the room, the task area and the lighting [12]. Performance or the capability to maintain a high level of
attention over a longer period of time was measured in a vigilance test [13] on the VDU. Sampling of saliva for cortisol
and melatonin variations were conducted at 8 am, 11.45 am and 4.10 pm.
2.4. Data treatment
A prestudy was carried out to ensure reliability of measures and verifiable results. The surveys completed by the
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participants included semantic and Likert scales to provide the means for a statistical analysis of the responses.
Several statistical analyses were applied using Predictive Analytics SoftWare to examine the correlation between the
different variables. P ≤ .05
3.Results
3.1.Room evaluation
The prestudy proved all rooms to be equal on the mean of 36 different measures. The study did not show any correlation of gender, age or performance with the visual experience of the room. Room 2 was preferred to the other
rooms. Personality type A (stress sensitive) persons appreciated room 2 significantly less than the more tolerant type
B personalities.
3.2. Alertness
The highest mean value for alertness throughout the day was experienced in room 3 with only day lighting (Table
3). Alertness in room 2 showed a steeper downwards curve (Table 4) than the curves drawn for rooms 1 and 3. The
impact of the illuminance on alertness shows that room 1 with the highest illuminance (Table 1) has the highest score
of self assessed alertness in the morning, but this has declined to the same level as in room 3 in the afternoon.The
impact of light on cortisol levels are essentially the same in all three rooms (Table 5). The only correlation between
cortisol levels and alertness is in room 1, but even then only detectable in the morning. The feeling of alertness correlates significantly with performance in the morning in rooms 1 and 2, but not in room 3. Gender correlates with
alertness in room 1, and as 2/3 of the type A personalities were women it was examined if there was a correlation
between personality type and alertness, but this could only be shown in room 3. Neither age nor comfort could be
shown to relate to self asserted alertness.
3.3 Performance
Performance scores indicate that a higher level of concentration is sustained in room 3 with only day lighting despite
a lower illuminance (Table 7). Neither the level of cortisol nor melatonin has a correlation with performance.
3.4. Lighting
The evaluation of the lighting shows room 1 to have the most neutral lighting with the least variation. 1/3 of the participants considered the lighting in rooms 1 and 2 to slightly reduce their ability to perform and feel well, as well as in
room 3. However, in room 3, 1/3 of the participants thought the lighting improved their well being and enhanced their
ability to perform. Even so the lighting in room 3 was considered the poorest support of VDU work tasks.
3.5. Comfort
Comfort varied with identical self-assessed well-being in room 1 and 2, and with consistently higher evaluations for
room 3. The comfort was significantly correlated to the lighting in room 2 and with a tendency to correlate in room 1
(Table 6). Preferred illuminance varied widely and descriptive word for the lighting in room 1 would be; “light, strong”,
for room 2; “light, strong, soft, mild”. The lighting in room 3 was described as “dark, weak, soft, mild, muted”. There
was no relationship with age or gender as to which light setting was preferred. There was a correlation between colour
of light and well-being in room 1 only.
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4.Discussion
This study has been investigating which lighting has a positive influence on well-being, alertness and performance
while performing tasks on a computer VDU.
Previous studies claim a correlation between lighting, cortisol levels and melatonin level supression and feelings of
alertness, which is not supported in this study. The impact of illuminace and spectral composition on cortisol levels
over the day is essentially the same in all three rooms expressing a common circadian rhythm, and is consistent with
social studies suggesting that cortisol is linked to negative variations in the environment [14]. Our findings point at the
spectral composition as the most alerting factor as both self assessed alertness and performance scores were best
sustained in the room with only day lighting and the lowest illuminance. This would imply that light with higher energy
content in the afternoon and a more even distribution over the spectral curve would induce a feeling of alertness in
humans. The impact of separate wavelengths on the brain is unmapped at large. Suggested strive for homestatic
levels in systems affecting mood and arousal [15] could be dependent on an even spectral composition. This is not
contradictory to earlier studies claiming that the subjective well-being is strongly influenced by the lighting scenario.
Further research into these interconnected variable chains are needed. The preference for a room which was not the
most illuminated, is consistent with earlier findings and was anticipated in a VDU setting.
The influence of personality traits on lighting preferences was inconclusive as the group consisting of more stress
sensitive persons in this case was a too small group to construct a valid correlation. Further research is needed to
indicate if personality traits exert an influence on well-being, alertness and performance under different lighting conditions.
5.Conclusion
It can be concluded that preferences for illuminance are individual, and not related to age or gender, and that the
participants preferred a complex light setting. Alertness could not be related to levels of saliva cortisol or melatonin.
A more complex setting combined with day lighting could be used to create an environment which will sustain performance as well as improve well-being and comfort, suggesting a turn of strategy in office lighting, where the illuminance is down-played by variety and spectral composition of the lighting.
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Table 2.Spectroradiometer measurements
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